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Employing a recently developed cluster expansion for the effective dielectric 
constant of a suspension of spherical inclusions, we show which parts of the 
cluster integrals give rise to the Clausius-Mossotti formula. The same selection 
of terms is then used to obtain an approximate expression for the wave-vector- 
dependent effective dielectric tensor. For a system of hard spheres with only 
dipole polarizability this expression is evaluated in closed form. This last result is 
then used to derive the form of the electrostatic potential due to a point charge 
in the effective medium. For physically reasonable values of the polarizability, 
the potential has asymptotically the form corresponding to a medium with the 
Clausius-Mossotti dielectric constant, while at short range it oscillates about this 
form. For values of the polarizability beyond the physical range critical points 
are found at which the oscillations become long range. 
KEY WORDS: Clausius-Mossotti formula; cluster expansion; random me- 
dia; dielectric; suspectibility; nonlocal, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As is well known, the concept of an effective dielectric constant, though 
extremely useful for the description of the macroscopic electrical behavior 
of a polarizable medium, nonetheless has only limited validity. When the 
average Maxwell electric field varies rapidly in space it becomes necessary 
to take the nonlocality of the dielectric response into account. Two circum- 
stances in which this effect of spatial dispersion is important have been 
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studied extensively. (~) Both types of situation occur in solid state systems, 
where either the discreteness of the crystal lattice (2-4) or the motion of the 
excitons (5) may cause the response to be nonlocal. In this paper we study a 
third cause of spatial dispersion, namely, the finite size of the polarizable 
particles. We consider in particular a dielectric suspension of spherical 
inclusions in a uniform medium. Analogous conclusions hold on a more 
microscopic scale when the particles are considered to be polarizable 
molecules. 
In a recent paper, (6) referred to here as I, we derived a new cluster 
expansion for the effective dielectric constant and for the effective wave- 
vector-independent susceptibility of a suspension of nonoverlapping spheri- 
cal inclusions. Our first aim in this present paper is to identify those 
contributions to the cluster integrals which give rise to the Clausius- 
Mossotti formula for the effective dielectric constant. We do this in Section 
3 where we show that a selection of terms corresponding to overlapping 
configurations of the inclusions leads to the Clausius-Mossotti  formula. 
Our motivation for this selection comes first from the results we obtained in 
a second recent paper, (7) referred to here as II, in which we studied in 
detail the two-inclusion cluster integrals, which, correspond to the second- 
order terms in the density expansion of the effective dielectric constant. 
There we saw that the overlap contribution was exactly the corresponding 
term in the density expansion of the Clausius-Mossotti  formula and that in 
general the remaining contributions are relatively small. We are therefore 
led to suppose that the overlap contribution will also be the largest in the 
terms of higher order in the density. 
In Section 3 we also remark upon the analogy between our selection of 
terms and that made in the dynamical derivation of the Enskog correction 
to the Boltzmann equation. There a similar selection gives the largest 
contribution. As is well known, the Clausius-Mossotti  formula gives a 
remarkably good approximation to the effective dielectric constant of a 
polarizable medium of nonoverlapping spherical inclusions. (8'9) We feel our 
results shed light on the nature of these approximations (Clausius-  
Mossotti, Enskog, and others) in which a selection of terms gives the largest 
contribution to the exact result. 
The arguments we give in Section 3 which lead one to expect that the 
terms neglected in the Clausius-Mossotti  formula should be small apply as 
well to the case of finite wave vector. We are led therefore to make the 
same selection of terms in the cluster expansion for the wave-vector- 
dependent effective susceptibility. This approximation yields a plausible 
extension of the Clausius-Mossotti  formula to nonzero wave vector. In 
Section 4 we calculate the susceptibility in this approximation for a model 
of finite spheres with pointlike polarizability at their center. For this model, 
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which describes exactly what are called the dipole-dipole interactions of 
the inclusions, the results can be expressed in closed form. As an applica- 
tion of these results, in Section 5 we evaluate the electrostatic potential due 
to a point charge in the medium with inclusions. The form we find for the 
potential, which at short distance deviates from the Coulomb potential 
corresponding to a point charge in a uniform medium, illustrates the effects 
of nonlocal response described by the wave-vector-dependent susceptibility. 
As a preliminary, in order to make this paper self-contained, and also 
because due to the requirements of proof the description in I was rather 
long and involved, we recapitulate in the following section the prescription 
for forming the cluster expansion of the susceptibility tensor. 
2. THE CLUSTER EXPANSION OF THE SUSCEPTIBILITY TENSOR 
We consider a system of identical spherical inclusions embedded in a 
uniform background with dielectric constant q .  The inclusions are assumed 
to be statistically distributed with a probability distribution which is spa- 
tially homogeneous, isotropic, and independent of the applied field. In 
addition, the inclusions are not allowed to overlap, i.e., the probability 
distribution vanishes if the separation of any pair of inclusions is less than 
their diameter. The average (over the distribution of inclusions) polarization 
(P> and the average electric field (E> are in general linearly related: 
(P> = X. (E> (2.1) 
where X is the electric susceptibility operator. This operator is in general 
nonlocal so that, exhibiting explicitly the dependence upon vector indices 
and field points, the above relation can be written 
3 
(P/(r)> = ~ ~'dr'Xyk(r - r')(E~(r')> (2.2) 
k = l  J 
That the susceptibility kernel Xj~ is a function only of the difference r - r' 
follows from our assumption of spatial homogeneity in the distribution of 
scatterers. In I we obtained an irreducible cluster expansion for the suscep- 
tibility operator: 
1 X, (2.3) x=,=, -1)! 
where the sum is over the number of inclusions in the cluster, and X s can be 
expressed in the form 
x , = f  9 9 9 fdRl.., dRs2b(B)C(B) (2.4) 
(B) 
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Here the integration is over the positions of the centers of the s inclusions 
and the sum is over all ordered partitions of the position labels 1 , . . . ,  s 
into disjoint subsets with the condition that the label 1 be in the first subset. 
We represent a partition of the labels into k disjoint subsets by (B) 
(91 [ 921 9 9 9 ] Bk) in which the slashes indicate the partitioning, with B 1 
the first subset, B 2 the second . . . . .  and B k the kth. Within the summation 
b ( B )  is the block distribution function and C(B) is the chain operator. We 
describe the formation of these quantities below. 
Our scheme for forming the terms within the summation in (2.4) is 
based on the lattice of ordered partitions of the set of labels 1,2 . . . . .  s. 
This is an arrangement of the partitions in rows according to the number of 
disjoint subsets. Thus for s = 2, the lattice consists of two rows, 
(1,2) 
(112) 
and for s = 3, 
(1,2,3) 
(1,213) (112,3) (1,312) 
\ / \ / 
(11213) (11312) 
As indicated in these examples, each partition in the lattice is associated 
with those partitions in the row above which are obtained by merging 
adjoining subsets, i.e., by removing a slash. This results in a partial ordering 
of the partitions (denoted by <)  with (B) ~< (B')  if the partition (B')  is 
either the same as (B) or can be obtained from (B) by removing one or 
more slashes. For example, in the lattice for s = 3, (11213 ) < (112, 3) and 
(11213) <(1 ,2 ,  3) but there is no ordering between (11213) and (1,312). 
The block distribution functions are expressed in terms of the familiar 
partial distribution functions which characterize the distribution of the 
inclusions. The latter are defined such that 
n ( 1 , 2 , . . . ,  s ) d R  1 dR~ . . .  d R  s = n(R 1 ,R 2 . . . . .  R2)dR 1 dR 2 . . .  dR s 
(2.5) 
is the probability of finding a configuration of s inclusions, the center of 
one in volume element dR~ about the position R~, that of another in dR 2 
about R 2 , . . .  , and that of another in dRs about R~. Here we have 
indicated our shorthand notation in which we show only the labels of the 
coordinates specifying a configuration. The rule for formation of the block 
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distribution functions is now simply 
b(B)= ~ (-)k'-~n(B~)n(B~)...n(B~,) (2.6) 
(B')>~(B) 
where the sum is over the given partition (B) together with those partitions 
in the rows above which can be obtained from it by removing slashes and 
k' --- k(B') is the row number of (B')  ~ (B~] B~] . . . I Bs For example, 
b(11213) = n(1,2,3)  - n(1,2)n(3) - n(1)n(2,3) + n(1)n(2)n(3) (2.7) 
The key property of the block distribution functions is that they vanish for 
any configuration in which the coordinates whose labels are to the right of 
a slash are far from those whose labels are to the left. As shown in I, and as 
can be seen in the illustration above, this follows from the product property 
of the partial distribution functions: for a configuration in which the 
coordinates are in widely separated groups the distribution function is 
equal to the product of the distribution functions for each group. 
The chain operators are expressed ultimately in terms of the operators 
that give the electric field resulting when a fixed configuration of inclusions 
is placed in an applied field. Using our shorthand notation, these latter 
operators are defined by 
E(1,2 . . . . .  s) = K(t ,2  . . . . .  s ) .  E 0 (2.8) 
Here E 0, which is not necessarily uniform, is the applied field, due to a 
given source distribution of charge in the uniform medium in the absence 
of inclusions, while E(I, 2 . . . . .  s) in the field due to the same source but in 
the presence of exactly s inclusions (one at R~, another at R 2 . . . .  , and 
another at Rs). The chain operators are most simply expressed in terms of 
cluster operators based on the operators K. These are of two kinds, the first 
of which is defined successively as follows: 
K(O) = L(O) --= 1 
K(1) = L(1) + L(O) (2.9) 
K(1,2)  = L(1 ,2)  + L(1) + L(2) + L(O) 
and so on. Here Q denotes the empty set, so K(121) is the identity dyadic 1. 
The general rule is that the operator K corresponding to a given set of 
labels is written as the sum of operators L corresponding to all subsets. 
The second kind of cluster operator involves the susceptibility X(1) of 
an inclusion centered at R~, defined such that 
P(1 ;2  . . . . .  s) = X(1)E(1 ,2  . . . . .  s) = X(1)K(1 ,2  . . . . .  s ) . E  o (2.10) 
is the polarization (dipole moment per unit volume) within the inclusion 
centered at RI when a configuration of s inclusions (centered at Rj, 
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R 2 . . . . .  Rs) is placed in the applied field E 0. For convenience we take 
P ( I ;2  . . . . .  s) = 0 outside the inclusion centered at R 1. We then define 
successively 
X(1)K(1) = M(1) 
X(1)K(1,2) = M(1; 2) + M(1) (2.11) 
X(1)K(1, 2, 3) = M(1;2,3) + M(1;2) + M(1;3) + M(1) 
and so on. The general rule is that the operator X(I)K(1 . . . .  , s) is written 
as the sum of operators M corresponding to those subsets of the labels 
1 . . . . .  s which contain the label 1. The rule for formation of the chain 
operator is 
G ( B ) =  ~ (-)*-~'M(B{) .L(B~). . . . .L(Bs (2.12) 
(B')<~(B) 
where the sum is over the given partition (B) together with those partitions 
in the rows below from which it can be obtained by removing slashes. 
Within the sum, k is the row number of (B) = (B 1 [ B2] . . . I Bk) and k' is 
the row number of (B')  = (Bf] B~I . . . I Bs For example, 
C(112,3) -- M ( 1 ) .  L (2 ,3 )  - M(1)  9 L ( 2 ) .  L(3)  - M ( 1 ) .  L(3)  - L(2)  (2.13) 
The key property of the chain operators, demonstrated in I, is that they 
vanish whenever the coordinates corresponding to labels within one of the 
subsets are widely separated. 
We now turn to the wave-vector-dependent susceptibility, which is 
introduced as follows. Consider average fields of plane wave form, 
<E(r)> = <Eq>e iq'r, (P(r)> = <Pq>e iq'r (2.14) 
Then on account of the assumption of homogeneity of the distribution of 
inclusions the relation (2.1) can be written 
(Pq> = x*(q)(Eq> (2.15) 
where x*(q) is the wave-vector-dependent electric susceptibility tensor. In I 
we showed, using standard methods, the relationship of X* to the suscepti- 
bility operator X, defined in (2.1), to get the cluster expansion: 
2 f . . .  dRsb(,)(qqc(.)lq) (2.16) x*(q)  (s 1)! ' 
in which we have used the notation 
(ql Oiq')-fdrfdr'  e-'q'ro(r,r')e '"'r' (2.17) 
for the plane-wave matrix elements of an operator O with kernel O(r,r '). 
Note that only the diagonal matrix elements of the chain operators occur in 
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(2.16). Then, on account of the homogeneity assumption, the integrals are 
independent of R 1 which is held fixed during the integration. The expan- 
sion (2.16) will be the basis for our subsequent discussion. 
3. THE C L A U S l U S - M O S S O T T I  F O R M U L A  
We consider now the case where the electric field in the system is 
uniform. The effective dielectric constant ,* is then given by 
, ' 1  = q l  + 4~rx*(O ) (3.1) 
where x*(O) is the susceptibility tensor at zero wave vector, and is therefore 
a multiple of the identity dyadic. In this case it is known from experiment (8~ 
and from work on exact upper and lower bounds (1~ that a veiy good 
approximation to ,* is 'cM given by the Clausius-Mossotti formula: 
s  - -  ' 1  - -  4~rnc~ (3.2) 
'cM + 2q 3q 
where n is the number density of inclusions and ~ is the dipole polarizabil- 
ity of a single inclusion. Our aim in this section will be to show how the 
Clausius-Mossotti formula can be obtained by a selection of terms in the 
expansion (2.t6) for X*. 
Putting the cluster expansion (2.16) in (3.1) we can write 
~, 1 ~-~,*(B) 
' * = q + s = ~  ( s - l ) !  (8) 
= , ,  + ,* (1 )  + , * ( 1 , 2 )  + , * (112)  + . . .  (3.3) 
where 
= fdR2 . . .  dR, b(B)(0r C(B) 10) (3.4) 
is the contribution corresponding to the partition (B) in the lattice of 
ordered partitions of s labels. In II (Ref. 7) we considered in detail the 
two-inclusion contributions ,*(1,2) and e*(112). There we found that in 
general ,*(1 [2) is much greater than ,*(1,2) (see Table I of Ref. 7) and, 
moreover, the entire contribution of ,*(1]2) comes from the region of 
integration in which the inclusion at R 2 overlaps the inclusion centered at 
Rj, i.e., IR2- Nil ~< 2a. We are therefore led to suspect that in higher 
orders the dominant contribution will come, as in second order, from the 
terms corresponding to the full partitions in the bottom row of the lattice 
and then from the region of space in which the inclusions overlap sequen- 
tially in the order in which they appear in the partition. There are (s - 1)! 
full partitions in our lattice of partitions of s labels and, since their 
contributions differ only by a relabeling of the variables of integration in 
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(3.4), they are all the same. We can therefore write our approximat ion 
OO 
* 2 f f e*l .~ r I ------- q l  + 47r 9 9 9 dR  2 . , . 
s =  l d V o ( l  [ . . . t s )  
• a(1121... I=)lO) (3.5) 
where the integration is restricted to the overlap region V 0 ( l ] . . .  Is) 
corresponding to the restriction 
]Rj - Rj_tl < 2a, j = 2,3 . . . . .  s (3.6) 
With this restriction the block distribution funct ion has the simple form 
b ( 1 1 2 1 . . .  [ s ) = ( - ) S - I n s  (overlap) (3.7) 
To  see this note that in the sum (2.6) for b ( 1 1 2 1 . . .  Is) to each parti t ion 
obtained from (1121 . . .  I s) by removing slashes there corresponds a prod- 
uct of partial distribution functions at least one of which vanishes on 
account  of the nonover lap condition. Thus, in the example (2.7) if 1 and 2 
overlap and 2 and 3 overlap, n(1,2,  3) -- n(1,2)  = n(2, 3) = 0, and b(11213) 
= n(1)n(2)n(3)  -- n 3. The chain operator  appearing in (3.5) is, using (2.12), 
C ( 1 1 Z l . . .  Is) = M(1) - L(2) 9 . . . . L ( s )  (3.8) 
We thus find 
% * l . . ~ q l + 4 7 r ~ ( - ) s - l n ' f v  ~ . . .  f d R 2 . . . d ,  s 
s = l  (1121... I*) 
• (ol M(1). L ( 2 ) . . . .  9 C(s)[0)  (3.9) 
where the integration is restricted by the overlap condit ion (3.6). 
The integrals in (3.9) can be performed sequentially starting with R s. 
To see this, imagine a single inclusion placed with its center at R=, in a 
uniform field E o. The resulting induced electric field, within and without the 
inclusion, is 
Eind(S) = E(s)  - E o = k(s). E o (3.10) 
as we see from (2.8) and the cluster expansion (2.9). Now in II, Eq. (3.27), 
we showed that when this induced field is evaluated at a point  r within a 
sphere of radius a centered at R=_ 1, and then integrated over all positions 
R s such that the inclusion overlaps the sphere, one gets the result 
fl• 4~r l ~ R,_,I  < (3.11) =-R, 11<2a dRsEind(S) = - -  3~--~ -p(S)' 0 < - a 
where p(s) is the dipole momen t  induced in a single inclusion placed in a 
uniform applied field E 0. This is independent  of R= and given by the 
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familiar formula 
p(s) = (3.12) 
where a is the dipole polarizability of the inclusion. Thus, within the 
inclusion centered at R s_ 1, the induced field corresponding to an inclusion 
centered at Rs and integrated over all overlapping configurations is just 
dR s E nd(S) = - -  4 y a  Eo (3.13) 
I R ~ - R ~  11<2a 3r 
This is again a uniform field, so that we may repeat the argument s -  1 
times to obtain 
(1 I21  . . .  I s )  
=(_ s -  IM( 1) o 
M ( 1 ) . L ( 2 ) - . . . . L ( s ) . E  o 
(3.14) 
But M(1) 9 E 0 is the polarization induced within a single inclusion centered 
at RI in a uniform field E 0. When this is integrated over r we get the dipole 
moment aE o induced in the inclusion. This integration is just what is done 
to form the matrix element in (3.9) so that, using that E 0 is arbitrary, we get 
the result 
, ~ ( 4 ~ r n a ) ' - '  3e, + 87rna 
eov= e 1 + 47rna ~ ~ = el 3e I - 4rrna - eCM (3.15) 
s = l  
where the last equality follows from (3.2). Thus we have found that the 
overlap contribution gives rise to the Clausius-Mossotti expression for the 
effective dielectric constant. 
We conclude this section with a number of remarks on the motivation 
and justification of the overlap approximation which we have just shown 
corresponds exactly to the Clausius-Mossotti formula. In the above discus- 
sion we were led to this approximation by noting that in second order the 
overlap term is the largest contribution and assuming that this would also 
be the case in higher orders. In the second order the overlap term is a 
correction to the first-order term in the following respect. Because of the 
nonoverlap condition the presence of the first inclusion restricts the possi- 
ble location of a second inclusion. In the first-order term this "error" was 
made in the overlap region and therefore the correction is restricted to that 
region. As we have seen above, it takes the form of the induced field due to 
the second sphere in the overlap region. In higher orders the terms selected 
in the overlap approximation represent similar corrections. In each order 
they correct an "error" made in neglecting the nonoverlap condition in the 
previous order. 
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In second order the term neglected in the overlap approximation, the 
term denoted by E*(1,2), corresponds to the change in the polarizability of 
an inclusion due to the presence of a second inclusion in nonoverlapping 
configurations. This change is due to the electrical interaction between the 
inclusions. If in higher orders we were to neglect all such electrical interac- 
tions this would correspond in (3.3) to keeping only those terms corre- 
sponding to full partitions, from the bottom row of the lattice. That is, the 
approximation in which electrical interactions are neglected corresponds to 
(3.5) but without the overlap restriction on the integration. In second order 
this makes no difference since, as we showed in II, the nonoverlap contribu- 
tion to E*(I [2) vanishes identically. But in higher orders this is not the case. 
The overlap restriction there implies the neglect of all statistical correla- 
tions, i.e., assuming that the partial distribution functions have the form 
, s ) = I 0 ,  if I R j - R k l < 2 a  fo rany  j 4 : k = l , 2  . . . . .  s 
n(1,2 / n 2, otherwise 
(3.16) 
Then it is a simple matter to show that b ( l l 2  [ . . .  Is) vanishes except for 
the configurations corresponding to the overlap condition (3.6). We see 
therefore that the overlap approximation (3.5), which we have shown 
corresponds to the Clausius-Mossotti formula, is equivalent to (a) neglect- 
ing electrical interactions between the inclusions as well as (b) neglecting in 
third- and higher-order statistical correlations in the distribution of inclu- 
sions. When put this way the Clausius-Mossotti formula seems to be a very 
severe approximation whose accuracy is surprising. 
In this connection it is of interest to remark upon the similarity of our 
selection of terms leading to the Clausius-Mossotti formula and one made 
in the kinetic theory of gases to obtain higher-density corrections to the 
Boltzmann equation. In fact, the Enskog theory for a moderately dense gas 
of hard spheres can be obtained from a formal density expansion of the 
Liouville equation by selecting in each order of the density just those terms 
that correct for the error made by neglecting the nonoverlapping condition 
in previous orders. ~12) As a consequence the Enskog theory neglects all 
dynamical (i.e,, momentum) correlations between successive binary colli- 
sions, which is in a way analogous to our neglect of electrical interactions 
between inclusions. Thus in both our electrical case and the Enskog theory 
one reasons that the nonoverlap condition is more important than subtle 
correlations arising from the propagation of the interaction, i.e., from the 
equations of electrostatics in our electrical case or from Newton's equations 
of motion in the Enskog theory. For the reader who wishes to pursue this 
further, we should point out that our electrical problem is more closely 
analogous to the density expansion of the Lorentz-Boltzmann equation 
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with the electric field corresponding to the scattering particle and the 
inclusions corresponding to the fixed scattering centers. 
4, THE W A V E - V E C T O R - D E P E N D E N T  S U S C E P T I B I L I T Y  
The effective dielectric constant e* is a useful concept for average 
fields whose spatial variation is small. In situations with rapidly varying 
fields one must take into account the wave-vector dependence of the 
effective susceptibility tensor g*(q), corresponding to the nonlocal character 
of the relation between (P )  and (E). In this section we first approximate 
x*(q) by making the same selection of terms in the cluster expansion (2.16) 
which led to the Clausius-Mossotti formula in the spatially uniform case. 
That is, as in Section 3, we select in each order from the sum in (2.16) the 
terms corresponding to the full partitions in the bottom row of the lattice, 
and then restrict the integration to the region in which the inclusions 
overlap sequentially. Thus, as in (3.9), we approximate 
x*(q) ~X*v(q) = ~ ( - ) * - ' n S (  . . . f d R  2 . . .dR, 
s=l avo(llxl...Is) 
• (ql M(1). L ( 2 ) . . . .  9 L(s)Iq) (4.1) 
where the overlap region V0(1 121 . . .  Is) corresponds to the restriction (3.6). 
We next evaluate this expression for the special case of polarizable point 
inclusions, i.e., inclusions of the form of a sphere of radius a and dielectric 
constant el with pointlike dipole polarizability c~ at its center. 
When a polarizable point inclusion is placed with its center at R, in an 
external field E0(r), the induced electric field, within and without the 
inclusion, is that of a point dipole of moment p(s) = aE0(Rs) at the center 
of the inclusion. If, therefore, we consider a plane wave applied field of the 
form 
E0(r ) = Eqe iq'r (4.2) 
then the induced field due to an inclusion placed at R s is 
Eind(S ) ~ L(s).  E o 
-- O/ 3Eq " (r - R')(r - R') - (r - R s ) 2 E q [ r  ~,5 4~r Eqa(r - R s ) ] 3  
_ a eiq. R, 0 (r--  R, ) .Eq (4.3) 
q OR, I r -  R,I 3 
In the terms of (4.1) we need the result of integrating this field over 
positions R s within a sphere of radius 2a centered at R,_ 1 and, since the 
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polarizabil i ty of an inclusion centered at R,  l is pointlike, evaluated at 
r = R,_ i. We therefore calculate 
f[R_R~_,l<2a dRs (Eind(S))r=R, - , 
R - Eq 
= __ ~_eiq. R~ , (  dReiq .  R O 
el JR <2a OR R 3 
(4.4) 
where j l (z)= sinz/z  z -  cosz /z  is the spherical  Bessel function, z = 2qa, 
and 0 = q / q .  Repea t ing  this s - 1 times we obtain  
f o ,l l Ls  fdR2... 
q ' E q q  
s-1 ) 
N o w  from the definit ion (2.11) of the opera tor  M(I) we see that  M(1). E is 
the polarizat ion within a single inclusion placed with its center at R I in a 
field E(r). For  a polarizable point  inclusion this polar izat ion is concent ra ted  
at the center so that  
f are-'"'rM(1)" E = ae-iq'R,E(R,) (4.6) 
As we see f rom the prescript ion (2.17), this integrat ion is exactly what  is 
needed to form the matr ix  elements  of the terms in (4.1). Therefore,  using 
(4.5) for E(R1) in (4.6), 
s - '  
9 = 1 - 2 ,~ 9 E q 0  
s=l \ Cl Z 
"1- T (Eq - 0 9 Eqq) (4.7) 
The  sums are now trivial and,  since Eq is arbitrary,  we see we can write in a 
dyadic  nota t ion  
X*,,(q) = ~* (q) ' tq + X* (q)(1 - ,~,~) (4.8) 
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where 
na (4.9) 
Xl* ( q )  = 1 -- (4~rnc~/r  1 -- 2jl(z)/z ] 
is the longitudinal susceptibility and 
na (4.10) 
x * ( q )  = 1 - ( 4 ~ r n a / q ) [ j , ( z ) / z  l 
is the transverse susceptibility, with z = 2qa. The expression (4.8) is our 
desired explicit form for the overlap contribution to the susceptibility tensor 
for the case of polarizable point inclusions. 
In the limit of small q, using l imz__,oj l (z) /z  = 1/3, we see that 
nc~ (4.11) 
X~" (0) = x*(O) = 1 - (4rrno~/3q) 
Putting this in (3.1) we recover the Clausius-Mossotti result (3.15). 
5. POTENTIAL OF A POINT CHARGE 
The average (over the distribution of inclusions) electrostatic potential 
due to a point charge is the fundamental electrostatic problem for the 
effective medium, in the sense that the potential due to an arbitrary 
distribution of charge can be expressed as an integral of the potential of a 
point charge. In this section we use the approximate formula for the 
wave-vector-dependent susceptibility to calculate this fundamental solu- 
tion. For a point charge source the electrostatic equation in the effective 
medium is 
div(D) = 4vrQ8 (r) (5.1) 
where Q is the charge (placed at the origin) and 
(O)  = q ( E )  + 4~r(P) (5.2) 
is the dielectric displacement. The electrostatic potential (if) is introduced 
in the usual way: 
(E)  = - grad(q~) (5.3) 
Here, as introduced in Section 2, ( ) means average over the distribution 
of inclusions. We express (q~) as a Fourier integral 
(~(r)) = f d q  e'q" 
r ( ~ q )  (5.4) 
Then using the above relations together with (2.15) we find after a few steps 
( ~ ) q )  __ Q 1 (5.5) 
2~r 2 q21% + 4~rXs,(q)] 
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where X~*(q) is the longitudinal susceptibility. Putting this result in (5.4) and 
integrating over the directions of q, we find 
2 si. r 
( 0 ( r ) )  = _ _ .  2v ~dq q[et + 4~rX~* (q)]  
In the integrand of this expression we can write 
, _ 1 [ ' 1 q + 4~rX~' (q) q + 4~rX~' (0) + e, + 4~rXt* (q) e, + 4~rx~' (0) 
(5.7) 
For the first term we can use the result 
fomdq sinqr = E (5.8) 
q 2 
while for the second term we write 
1 (eiqr _ e iqr sin qr = ~i ) (5.9) 
and make the transformation q ~ - q in the integration of the second term 
in this last expression. Since X~'(q) is an even function of q, we obtain the 
expression 
Q F~ " eiqr [ l 1 l 
(~(r) )  = ~QecMr + "=--z~rr )_ a q  --~ "1 + 4~rxt* (q) q + 4~rXl* (0) 
(5.10) 
where we have used (4.11) to express the first term in terms of the 
Clausius=Mossotti dielectric constant. 
In (5.10) the first term is the potential in a medium with dielectric 
constant eCM, the second represents therefore corrections due to the nonlo- 
cal response described by the wave-vector-dependent susceptibility. To 
evaluate this term we use the result (4.9) and the expression (3.2) for ECM to 
write 
(q~)= Q + 2Q(cc__y_ -2l)2f az [3j,_(z)/z-l]exp_(izr/2a____~) 
EcMr i~rqccMr Z[eCM + 2e I + 6(ecM -- q)j , (z) /z]  
(5.11) 
where we have made the substitution z = 2qa. The integral can be evalu- 
ated by the method of residues. (13) Since the integrand vanishes far in the 
upper half z plane, the path of integration can be extended to a closed path 
enclosing the upper half plane. The integrand is analytic in the upper half 
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plane except for poles at the zeros of the denominator (but not at z = 0 
since the numerator vanishes there). The integral is therefore equal to 2~ri 
times the sum of the residues at the points zj in the upper half plane for 
which 
{[cM + 2{[1 + 6(eCM -- q ) j j ( z ) / z  = 0 (5.12) 
Using this equation and the formula (d /dz)[ j l ( z ) / z  ] = - j z ( z ) / z ,  we find 
we can write the result in the simple form 
(~) = Q + (2 ~j exp(izjr/Za) (5.13) 
,cMr {[lr j2(zj) 
where the sum is over the roots of (5.12) with Imzj > 0. Note that if zj is 
such a root, so is - ~  (the bar denotes complex conjugate) so that the sum 
in (5.13) is in fact real, as it must be. 
The zeros of (5.12) can be ordered according to their real part. In 
Table I we give the first five zeros, zj = xj + iyj, for various values of the 
quantity ({[cM - q)/(eCM + 2{[1). In addition to the zeros shown there, there 
are (as remarked above) zeros with the real part changed in sign. For fixed 
r162 the zeros shown in Table I move with increasingj  rapidly to the 
right and up in the z plane. In fact, it is not difficult using (5.12) to show 
that for large j ,  
(2j~r)2({[CM + 2q)  
- k - ~ l V l  l ] 
z j ~ j  . (2j + 1)2vr2(eCM + 2{[1) (5.14) 
(2j + + , in  3--((,-- , 0 < < 
With this result we can demonstrate convergence of the series (5.13), 
although we shall not do so here. 
The sum in (5.13) vanishes rapidly for r>> 2a, so the potential is for 
large r the same as that in a medium with dielectric constant {[CM. The way 
in which this happens is shown in Fig. 1, where the ratio of <r to its 
asymptotic form is plotted vs. r. We have chosen there the rather extreme 
value (CM = 5 " 5 { [ 1 '  corresponding to (eCM -- q)/(eCM + 2q)  = 0.6, for pur- 
poses of illustration to show the oscillations more clearly. For smaller eCM 
the result is qualitatively the same: the mean potential (~)  oscillates about 
its asymptotic form with the oscillations rapidly damped for r >> 2a, the 
amplitude of the oscillations is, however, smaller for smaller {[CM. Although 
we have derived these results using the overlap approximation for X*(R), we 
believe that for r /2a  not too small they are a qualitatively, and perhaps 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 .5  C'l 
10 2'.0 
----> r / 2 a  
Fig. 1. The potential of a point charge, plotted as the ratio to its asymptotic form: 
(~)~Q/ccMr. The medium is a random suspension of hard spheres of radius a and having 
only dipole polarizability a. The potential is calculated in the overlap approximation, as 
described in the text, and for a value of the density of inclusions such that Eq. (3.2) yields 
ecM = 5.5. 
For  r < < 2 a  we are less convinced of the accuracy  of the overlap 
approximation.  That  is one reason we have not  shown that port ion of the 
curve in Fig. 1. Another  is that  the convergence of the series (5.13) is not  so 
rapid for small r. For  the port ion of the curve shown in Fig. 1, and down to 
r/2a ~ 0.2 the first five zeros, given in Table I, give adequate  convergence. 
Using (5.6) we can show that 
where 
limr<q))/Q= 1/et* ( m )  (5.15) 
r--+O 
e~* (q) = e, + 4rrx 7 (q) (5.16) 
Using the overlap approximation,  where xT(q) is given by (4.9), we find 
2 _ 1 (1 47rna) 5 q - 2 e c M  
(7/* ( ~ )  E l El -- q(~CM + 2e,) (5.17) 
It is of interest to compare  this result with the exact result for a two-phase 
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medium: 
1 ~ 1 - ~  
- + - -  (two phase) (5.18) ~,* ( ~ )  ~ ~ 
where + is the volume fraction occupied by the phase with dielectric 
constant c 2. The result (5.18) follows from the remark that a point charge 
placed at random in the two-phase medium will have chance + of being in 
a region of dielectric constant E 2 and chance 1 - + of being in a region of 
dielectric constant q .  Applying a corresponding argument to our polariz- 
able point model of the inclusion, that of hard spheres of dielectric constant 
e 1 with pointlike polarizability a at the center, one might expect 1/r ) 
= l / c , ,  since a point charge placed at random in the medium will almost 
surely find itself in a region of dielectric constant c~. The deviation of the 
result (5.17) from this form reflects the singular nature of our model. 
We conclude this section with some remarks Upon our results in 
relation with the singular points of the Clausius-Mossotti theory. 
The case where the quantity (CcM - ci)/(ECM + 2El) tends to unity, i.e., 
where r is infinite, may be regarded as the critical point of the Clausius- 
Mossotti theory. (14) At this point, as we see from the corresponding entries 
in Table I, there is no singular behavior in the contributions to the potential 
arising from the nonlocal response, the sum in (5.13). On the other hand, at 
this point the first term in (5.13) vanishes, the expected result for the 
potential in a local medium with an infinite dielectric constant. We con- 
clude that this is only a critical point for the local Clausius-Mossotti 
theory, there is no singular behavior in the nonlocal corrections to the 
response. 
If we extend the series expression (5.13) for (~} to values of (~cM - Cl) 
/(r + 2r greater than unity, corresponding to unphysical negative 
values of ECM, the imaginary part of the zeros zj continues to decrease, until 
a critical value (r - r162 + 2r = 5.8024 is reached, at which z 1 = 
5.7634 is pure real. The higher zeros corresponding to this critical value 
have finite imaginary parts so their contribution to the sum vanishes for 
large r, leaving the oscillatory, undamped, contribution of z~. Since this 
value of z 1 is a zero ofj2(z ), we see from (5.13) that the amplitude of this 
contribution diverges at the critical value. An exactly similar situation 
occurs when we extend the expression (5.13) to large negative values of the 
above quantity. Then there is another critical value (Cc~ - C1)/(CCM + 2r 
= --43.19, at which z I = 9.095 is again real. We may regard this singular 
behavior as corresponding to critical points of the nonlocal theory. We 
therefore have the interesting situation in which there are three critical 
points, one for the local theory when the quantity (~cM - cl)/(r + 2r is 
unity, and two for the nonlocal response when this quantity takes the value 
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5.8024 and -43.19,  respectively. Of course these results are a consequence 
of our overlap approximation, but we would expect their qualitative fea- 
tures to be unchanged in an exact theory. 
Some years ago Diener and K/iseberg (15) extended the coherent poten- 
tial approximation (CPA) to calculate the effective wave-vector-dependent 
dielectric constant eT(q) of a two-phase medium. The coherent potential 
approximation is a self-consistent theory whose physical basis is not en- 
tirely clear, but which in the local theory (i.e., q = 0) has the advantages 
that it yields an expression for the effective dielectric constant which is 
symmetric in the two phases and which has the correct Clausius-Mossotti 
form at the two extremes of low concentrations of one phase or the 
other. (16) The Diener and K/iseberg extension to finite q has the same 
advantages. Their result, however, is in the form of an implicit equation for 
cl*(q), which complicates the discussion. Nevertheless, although they did 
not calculate the potential of a point charge, they found in their expression 
an indication of a strong increase in the range of the nonlocal response 
when E 1 and c 2 are very different, just as we have found. Since they did not 
consider unphysical values of el and e2, they did not find nonlocal dielectric 
critical points such as we have discussed above. 
In a recent paper Diener and Weissbarth (17) have derived upper and 
lower bounds for e*(q) and have studied these bounds for binary cell 
mixtures. Similarly, in future work we hope to compare our results with the 
bounds for a system of spherical inclusions. The second-order bound 
contains the two-point correlation function and hence requires more statis- 
tical input than our extension of the Clausius-Mossotti formula. 
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